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Abstract

Although OWL is rather expressive, it has a very serious limitation on datatypes; i.e., it does not support customised datatypes. It has been
pointed out that many potential users will not adopt OWL unless this limitation is overcome, and the W3C Semantic Web Best Practices and
Development Working Group has set up a task force to address this issue. This paper makes the following two contributions: (i) it provides a brief
summary of OWL-related datatype formalisms, and (ii) it provides a decidable extension of OWL DL, called OWL-Eu, that supports customised
datatypes. A detailed proof of the decidability of OWL-Eu is presented.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The OWL Web Ontology Language[3] is a W3C recommen-
ation for expressing ontologies in the Semantic Web. Datatype
upport[17,18] is one of the key features that OWL is expected
o provide, and has prompted extensive discussions in the RDF-
ogic mailing list[21] and in the Semantic Web Best Practices
ailing list [23]. Although OWL adds considerable expressive
ower to the Semantic Web, the OWL datatype formalism (or
imply OWL datatyping) is much too weak for many applica-
ions; in particular, OWL datatyping does not provide a general
ramework for customised datatypes,1 such as XML Schema
erived datatypes.

It has been pointed out that many potential users will not
dopt OWL unless this limitation is overcome[22], as it is of-

en necessary to enable users to define their own datatypes and
atatype predicates for their ontologies and applications.

xample 1. Customised datatypes are important in capturing
he intended meaning of some vocabulary in ontologies. For

� This is a revised and extended version of a paper with the same title that was
ublished in the Second European Semantic Web Conference (ESWC2005).

example, the customised datatype ‘atLeast18’ can be us
the following definition of the class ‘Adult’:

Class(Adult complete Person
restriction(age allvalueFrom

(atLeast18))),

which says that anAdult is aPerson whoseage is at least 18
The datatype constraint ‘at least 18’ can be defined as an
Schema user-defined datatype as follows:

<simpleType name=“atLeast18">
<restriction base=‘‘xsd:integer">

<minInclusive value=‘‘18"/ >

< /restriction>

< /simpleType>2

Such user-defined datatypes cannot, however, be used in

After reviewing the design of OWL, and the needs of var
applications and (potential) users, the following requirem
for an extension to OWL DL have been identified:

1. It should provide customised datatypes; therefore, it sh
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 161 275 6139;
ax: +44 161 275 6204.

E-mail addresses: pan@cs.man.ac.uk (J. Pan),

ed in,
l

be based on a datatype formalism which is compatible with
OWL datatyping, provides facilities to construct customised
orrocks@cs.man.ac.uk (I. Horrocks).
1 A widely discussed example would be the ‘BigWheel’ example discuss
.g.,http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-swbp-wg/2004Apr/0061.htm.

570-8268/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.websem.2005.08.001
2 More details of XML Schema Datatypes can be found in Section3.1.

http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-swbp-wg/2004Apr/0061.html
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datatypes and, most importantly, guarantees the computabil-
ity of the kinds of customised datatypes it supports.

2. It should overcome other important limitations of OWL
datatyping, such as the absence of negated datatypes and the
un-intuitive semantics for unsupported datatypes (which will
be further explained in Section4).

3. It should satisfy thesmall extension requirement, which is
two folded: on the one hand, the extension should be a sub-
stantial and necessary extension that overcomes the above
mentioned limitations of OWL datatyping; on the other hand,
following W3C’s ‘onesmall step at a time’ strategy, it should
only be as large as is necessary in order to satisfy the require-
ments.

4. It should be a decidable extension of OWL DL.

This paper makes two main contributions. Firstly, it provides
an overview of relevant (to OWL) datatype formalisms, namely
those of XML, RDF and OWL itself. Secondly, and most im-
portantly, it presents an extension of OWL DL,3 called OWL
with unary datatype Expressions (OWL-Eu), which satisfies the
above requirements.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section2
briefly introduces the OWL Web Ontology Language. Section
3 describes OWL-related datatype formalisms. Section4 sum-
marises the limitations of OWL datatyping. Section5 presents
t fou
r ec-
t .
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• each individual namea ∈ I to an elementaI ∈ ∆I,
• each concept nameCN ∈ C to a subsetCNI ⊆ ∆I�,
• eachindividual-valued property nameRN ∈ RI to a binary

relationRNI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I and
• eachdata-valued property nameTN ∈ RD to a binary relation

TNI ⊆ ∆I × ∆D,

and·D is a datatype interpretation function. More details of∆D
and·D will be presented in Section3.3.

Let RN ∈ RI an individual-valued property URIref,R an
individual-valued property,TN ∈ RD a data-valued property
URIref andT adata-valued property. Valid OWL DLindividual-
valued properties are defined by the DL syntax:

R ::= RN|R−;

valid OWL DL data-valued properties are defined by the DL
syntax:

T ::= TN.

Let CN ∈ C be a concept name,C, D concept descriptions,o ∈
I an individual,u an OWL datatype range (cf.Definition 8)
andm ∈ N an integer. Valid OWL DL concept descriptions are
defined by the DL syntax:

C ::= � | ⊥ | CN | ¬C | C � D | C � D | {o}
∃R.C | ∀R.C | � mR, | � mR

give
s
1 t
d ,
R
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he OWL-Eu language, showing how it satisfies the above
equirements. Section6 describes some related work, and S
ion 7 concludes the paper and suggests some future work

. An overview of OWL

OWL is a standard (W3C recommendation) for expres
ntologies in the Semantic Web. The OWL language facilit
reater machine understandability of Web resources than
upported by RDFS by providing additional constructors
uilding class and property descriptions (vocabulary) and
xioms (constraints), along with a formal semantics. The O
ecommendation actually consists of three languages of inc
ng expressive power: OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full.OWL
ite andOWL DL are, like DAML + OIL, basically very expre
ive Description Logics (DLs); they are almost4 equivalent to
heSHIF(D+) andSHOIN(D+) DLs. OWL Full provides the
ame set of constructors as OWL DL, but allows them to be
n an unconstrained way (in the style of RDF). It is easy to s
hat OWL Full is undecidable, because it does not impos
trictions on the use of transitive properties[12]; therefore, whe
e mention OWL in this paper, we usually mean OWL DL.
Let C, RI, RD andI be the sets of URIrefs that can be u

o denote concepts,individual-valued properties,data-valued
roperties and individuals respectively. An OWL DLinterpreta-

ion is a tupleI = (∆I, ∆D, ·I, ·D) where the individual doma
I is a nonempty set of individuals, the datatype domain∆D is
nonempty set of data values,·I is an individual interpretatio

unction that maps

3 cf. Section2 for the differences of three sub-languages of OWL.
4 They also provide annotation properties, which Description Logics do
r

t

s-

d

-

∃T.u | ∀T.u | � mT, | � mT

The individual interpretation function can be extended to
emantics to concept and property descriptions shown inTable
, whereA ∈ C is a concept URIref,C, C1, . . . , Cn are concep
escriptions,S ∈ RI is an individual-valued property URIref
is anindividual-valued property description ando, o1, o2 ∈ I
re individual URIrefs,u is a data range (cf.Definition 8), T ∈
D is adata-valued property and� denotes cardinality.
An OWL DL ontology can be seen as a DL knowledge b

10], which consists of a set ofaxioms, including class axiom
roperty axioms and individual axioms.5 Table 2presents the ab
tract syntax, DL syntax and semantics of OWL axioms, w
1, . . . , Rn are individual-valued property descriptions. Mo
etails of the semantics of OWL DL can be found in[19].

. Datatype formalisms

In this section we will provide a brief overview of the XM
DF and OWL datatype formalisms.

.1. XML Schema Datatypes

W3C XML Schema Part 2[4] defines facilities for definin
imple types to be used in XML Schema as well as other X
pecifications.

efinition 1. An XML Schema simple type d is characterised b
value space,V (d), which is a non-empty set, a lexical spa

5 Individual axioms are also calledfacts.
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Table 1
OWL concept and property descriptions

Abstract syntax DL syntax Semantics

Class(A) A AI ⊆ ∆I

Class(owl:Thing) � �I = ∆I

Class(owl:Nothing) ⊥ ⊥I = ∅
intersectionOf(C1, C2, . . .) C1 � C2 (C1 � C2)I = CI1 ∩ CI2
unionOf(C1, C2, . . .) C1 � C2 (C1 � C2)I = CI1 ∪ CI2
complementOf(C) ¬C (¬C)I = ∆I \ CI

oneOf(o1, o2, . . .) {o1} � {o2} ({o1} � {o2})I = {oI1, oI2}
restriction(R someValuesFrom(C)) ∃R.C (∃R.C)I = {x|∃y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI}
restriction(R allValuesFrom(C)) ∀R.C (∀R.C)I = {x|∀y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI → y ∈ CI}
restriction(R hasValue(o)) ∃R.{o} (∃R.{o})I = {x|〈x, oI〉 ∈ RI}
restriction(R minCardinality(m)) � mR (� mR)I = {x|�{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} ≥ m}
restriction(R maxCardinality(m)) � mR (� mR)I = {x|�{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} ≤ m}
restriction(T someValuesFrom(u)) ∃T.u (∃T.u)I = {x|∃t.〈x, t〉 ∈ T I ∧ t ∈ uD}
restriction(T allValuesFrom(u)) ∀T.u (∀T.u)I = {x|∃t.〈x, t〉 ∈ T I → t ∈ uD}
restriction(T hasValue(w)) ∃T.{w} (∃T.{w})I = {x|〈x, wD〉 ∈ T I}
restriction(T minCardinality(m)) � mT (� mT )I = {x|�{t|〈x, t〉 ∈ T I} ≥ m}
restriction(T maxCardinality(m)) � mT (� mT )I = {x|�{t|〈x, t〉 ∈ T I} ≤ m}
ObjectProperty(S) S SI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

ObjectProperty(S′ inverseOf(S)) S− (S−)I ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

DatatypeProperty(T) T T I ⊆ ∆I × ∆D

L(d), which is a non-empty set of Unicode[6] strings, and a set
of facets,F (d), each of which characterizes a value space along
independent axes or dimensions.

XML Schema simple types are divided into disjoint built-
in simple types and derived simple types. Derived datatypes
can be defined by derivation from primitive or existing derived
datatypes by the following three means:

Table 2
OWL axioms

Abstract syntax DL syntax Semantics

Class(A partialC1 . . . Cn) A � C1 � . . . � Cn AI ⊆ CI1 ∩ . . . ∩ CIn

Class(A completeC1 . . . Cn) A ≡ C1 � . . . � Cn AI = CI1 ∩ . . . ∩ CIn

EnumeratedClass(Ao1 . . . on) A ≡ {o1} � . . . � {on} AI = {oI1, . . . , oIn}
SubClassOf(C1, C2) C1 � C2 CI1 ⊆ CI2

EquivalentClasses(C1 . . . Cn) C1 ≡ . . . ≡ Cn CI1 = . . . = CIn

DisjointClasses(C1 . . . Cn) Ci � ¬Cj , (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) CI1 ∩ CIn = ∅, (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n)

SubPropertyOf(R1, R2) R1 � R2 RI1 ⊆ RI2

EquivalentProperties(R1 . . . Rn) R1 ≡ . . . ≡ Rn RI1 = . . . = RIn

ObjectProperty(R super(R1) . . . super(Rn) R � Ri RI ⊆ RIi

domain (C1) . . . domain(Ck) � 1R � Ci RI ⊆ CIi × ∆I

range (C1) . . . range(Ch) � � ∀R.Ci RI ⊆ ∆I × CIi

[Symmetric] R ≡ R− RI = (R−)I

[Functional] Func(R) {〈x, y〉|�{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} ≤ 1}
R−)

(R)

1 ≤
: Ri,

. . =
I I

• Derivation byrestriction, i.e., by using facets on an existing
type, so as to limit the number of possible values of the derived
type.

• Derivation byunion, i.e., to allow values from a list of simple
types.

• Derivation bylist, i.e., to define the list type of an existing
simple type.
[InverseFunctional] Func(

[Transitive]) Trans

AnnotationProperty(R)

Individual(o type(C1) . . . type(Cn)) o : Ci,

value(R1, o1) . . . value(Rn, on) 〈o,oi〉
SameIndividual(o1 . . . on) o1 = .
DifferentIndividuals(o1 . . . on) oi �= oj, 1
{〈x, y〉|�{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ (R−)I} ≤ 1}
RI = (RI)+

i ≤ n oI ∈ CIi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

1 ≤ i ≤ n 〈oI, oIi 〉 ∈ RIi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

on oI1 = . . . = oIn

≤ i < j ≤ n oi �= oj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
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TheatLeast18 datatype defined inExample 1is a derived
simple type (of the base datatypexsd:integer), the value space
of which is restricted to integers that are greater than or equal
to 18 using the facet minInclusive. ThecameraPrice datatype
defined inExample 4is a derived simple type by union.

Details of XML Schema derived simple types by list and
complex types can be found in[4]. As they are not consistent
with the RDF datatype model to be presented in the next section,
they are out of the scope of this paper.

3.2. Datatypes in RDF

According to[8], RDF allows the use of datatypes defined by
any external type systems, e.g., the XML Schema type system,
which conform to the following specification.

Definition 2. A datatype d is characterised by a lexical space,
L(d), which is an non-empty set of Unicode strings; a value
space,V (d), which is an non-empty set, and a total mapping
L2V (d) from the lexical space to the value space.

This specification allows the use of non-list XML Schema
built-in simple types as datatypes in RDF, although some built-
in XML Schema datatypes are problematic because they do not
fit the RDF datatype model.6 Furthermore, comparisons between
Definitions 1 and 2show that RDF does not take XML Schema
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Definition 5. Given a datatype mapMd , an RDFS Md-
interpretation I of a vocabularyV (a set of URIrefs and plain
literals) is any RDFS-interpretation ofV ∪ {u|∃d.〈u, d〉 ∈ Md}
which introduces

• a non-empty setIR of resources, called thedomain (or uni-
verse) of I,

• a setIP (the RDF-interpretation requiresIP to be a sub-set
of IR) called theset of properties in I,

• a setIC (the RDFS-interpretation requiresIC to be a sub-set
of IR) called theset of classes in I, and

• a distinguished subsetLV of IR, called theset of literal values,
which contains all the plain literals inV,

• a mappingIS from URIrefs inV to IR,
• a mappingIEXT, called theextension function, fromIP to the

powerset ofIR × IR,
• a mappingICEXT, called theclass extension function, from

IC to the set of subsets ofIR,
• a mappingIL from typed literals inV into IR,

and satisfies the following extra conditions:

1. LV = ICEXT(IS(rdfs:Literal)),
2. for each plain literalpl, IL(pl) = pl,
3. for each pair〈u, d〉 ∈ Md ,

(a) ICEXT (d) = V (d) ⊆ LV,
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acets into account, which are essential to define derived s
ypes.

In RDF, data values are represented by literals.

efinition 3. All literals have a lexical form being a Unico
tring.Typed literals are of the form “s”ˆ û, where s is a Un
ode string, called thelexical form of the typed literal, andu

s a datatype URI reference.Plain literals have a lexical form
nd optionally alanguage tag as defined by[1], normalised to

owercase.

xample 2. Boolean is a datatype with value sp
true, false}, lexical space {“true”, “false”, “1” , “0” }
nd lexical-to-value mapping{“true” �→ true, “false” �→
alse, “1” �→ true, “0” �→ false}. “true”ˆ ˆxsd:boolean is a
yped literal, while “true” is a plain literal.

The associations between datatype URI references
sd:boolean) and datatypes (e.g., boolean) can be provide
atatype maps defined as follows.

efinition 4. A datatype map Md is a partial mapping from
atatype URI references to datatypes.

Note that XML Schema derived simple types arenot RDF
atatypes because XML Schema provides no mechanis
sing URI references to refer to derived simple types.

The semantics of RDF datatypes are defined in terms ofMd-
nterpretations, which extend RDF-interpretations and RD
nterpretations (cf. RDF Semantics[8]) with extra condition
or datatypes.

6 Readers are referred to[8] for more details.
e

.,

r

-

(b) there existd ∈ IR s.t.IS(u) = d,
(c) IS(u) ∈ ICEXT (IS(rdfs:Datatype)),
(d) for “s”ˆ ˆu′ ∈ V, IS(u′) = d, if s ∈ L(d), then

IL(“s”ˆ ˆu′) = L2V (d)(s), otherwise, IL(“s”ˆ ˆu′) ∈
IR \ LV,

. if d ∈ ICEXT (IS(rdfs:Datatype)), then 〈d, IS(rdfs:
Literal)〉 ∈ IEXT (rdfs:subClassOf).

According toDefinition 5, LV is a subset ofIR, i.e., literal
alues are resources. Condition 1 ensures that the class ext
f rdfs:Literal is LV. Condition 2 ensures that the plain liter
re interpreted as themselves, and thatLV contains interpreta

ions of all valid typed literals of datatypes inMd . Condition 3a
sserts that RDF(S) datatypes are classes (because dataty

nterpreted using the class extension functionICEXT), Condi-
ion 3b ensures that there is a resourced for datatyped in Md ,
nd Condition 3c ensures that the classrdfs:Datatype contains

he datatypes used in any satisfyingMd-interpretation. Con
ition 3d explains why the range ofIL is IR rather thanLV
because, for “s” ˆû, if s �∈ L(IS(u)), thenIL(“s”ˆ ˆu) /∈ LV);
ote that this is different from OWL datatypes (cf.Definition 9).
ondition 4 requires that RDF(S) datatypes aresub-classes of

dfs:Literal.

.3. Datatypes in OWL

OWL datatyping adopts the RDF specification of dataty
nd data values. It extends RDF datatyping by (i) all

ng different OWL reasoners to provide different suppo
atatypes, and (ii) introducing the use of so called enume
atatypes.
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Definition 6. Given a datatype mapMd , a datatype URI ref-
erenceu is called asupported datatype URI reference w.r.t Md

if there exists a datatyped s.t. Md(u) = d (in this case,d is
called asupported datatype w.r.t. Md); otherwise,u is called an
unsupported datatype URI reference w.r.t. Md .

Definition 7. Let y1, . . . , yn be typed literals. Anenumerated
datatype is of the form oneOf(y1, . . . , yn).

The kinds of datatypes provided by OWL are called OWL
data ranges, which can be used in datatype-related class de-
scriptions. In fact, in line (13) and (14) ofTable 1, u is an OWL
data range.

Definition 8. An OWL data range has one of the forms: (i)
a datatype URI reference, (ii) an enumerated datatype, or (iii)
rdf:Literal.

The semantics of OWL DL datatypes are defined in terms of
OWL datatype interpretations.

Definition 9. An OWL datatype interpretation w.r.t. to a
datatype mapMd is a pair (∆D, ·D), where the datatype domain
∆D = PL ∪ ⋃

for each supported datatype URIref u w.r.t.Mp
V (Mp(u))

(PL is the value space for plain literals, i.e., the union of the
set of Unicode strings and the set of pairs of Unicode strings
and language tags) and·D is a datatype interpretation function,
which has to satisfy the following conditions:
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which (customised) datatypes can be used together so that
the language is still decidable.

2. OWL does not support negated datatypes. For example, ‘all
integers but 0’, which is the relativised negation of the enu-
merated datatype oneOf(“0”ˆ ˆxsd:integer), is not express-
ible in OWL. Moreover, negated datatypes arenecessary in
the negated normal form (NNF)8 of datatype-related class
descriptions in, e.g., DL tableaux algorithms.

3. An OWL DL datatype domain seriously restricts the in-
terpretations of typed literals with unsupported datatype
URIrefs. According to Definition 9, datatype domain
is equal to the set of all plain literals together with
the value spaces of all supported datatypes. For ex-
ample, given the datatype mapMd1 = {xsd:integer �→
integer, xsd:string �→ string}, “1.278e-3” ˆ x̂sd:float has to
be interpreted as either an integer, a string or a string with a
language tag, which is counter-intuitive.

5. OWL-Eu

This section presents OWL-Eu and elaborates how OWL-
Eu satisfies the four requirements (listed in Section1) in the
following four sub-sections.

5.1. Supporting Customised Datatypes
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. rdfs:LiteralD = ∆D;

. for each plain literall, lD = l ∈ PL;

. for each supported datatype URIrefu (let d = Md(u)):
(a) uD = V (d) ⊆ ∆D,
(b) if s ∈ L(d), then (“s”ˆ û)D = L2V (d)(s),
(c) if s �∈ L(d), then (“s”ˆ û)D is not defined;

. for each unsupported datatype URIrefu, uD ⊆ ∆D, and
(“s”ˆ ˆu)D ∈ uD.

. each enumerated datatype oneOf(y1, . . . , yn) is interpreted
asyD

1 ∪ . . . ∪ yD
n .

The above definition shows that OWL datatyping is sim
o RDF datatyping, except that (i) RDF datatypes are cla
hile OWL DL datatypes are not classes,7 and (ii) in RDF

ll-defined typed literals are interpreted as resources inIR \ LV,
hile in OWL DL the interpretation of ill-defined typed litera
re undefined.

. Limitations of OWL datatyping

OWL datatyping has the following serious limitations, wh
iscourage potential users from adopting OWL DL in their
nd ontology applications[16,22].

. OWL does not support customised datatypes (except
merated datatypes). Firstly, XML Schema derived sim
types are not OWL DL datatypes, because of the pro
of datatype URI references for XML Schema derived sim
types. Secondly, OWL does not provide a mechanism t

7 In fact, classes and datatypes in OWL DL use different interpretation
ions; cf. Section2.
,

-

l

OWL-Eu supports customised datatypes through u
atatype expressions based on unary datatype groups.

tively, an unary datatype group extends the OWL dataty
ith a hierarchy of supported datatypes.9

efinition 10. A unary datatype group G is a triple
Md, B, dom), whereMd is thedatatype map ofG, B is the set o
rimitive base datatype URI references inG anddom is thede-
lared domain function. We callS the set of supported dataty
RI references ofG, i.e., for eachu ∈ S, Md(u) is defined; we

equireB ⊆ S. We assume that there exists a unary data
RI referenceowlx:DatatypeBottom �∈ S. The declared do
ain functiondom has the following properties: for eachu ∈ S,

f u ∈ B, dom(u) = u; otherwise,dom(u) = v, wherev ∈ B.

Definition 10 ensures that all the primitive base datat
RIrefs of G are supported (B ⊆ S) and that each support
atatype URIref relates to a primitive base datatype UR

hrough the declared domain functiondom.

xample 3. G1 = (Md1, B1, dom1) is a unary datatype grou
here

Md1 = {xsd:integer �→ integer, xsd:string �→
string, xsd:nonNegativeInteger �→≥0
, xsdx:integerLessThanN �→<N},
B1 = {xsd:string, xsd:integer}, and

8 A concept is in negation normal form iff negation is applied only to ato
oncept names, nominals or datatypes.
9 Note that in[16] datatype groups allow arbitrary datatype predicates, w
ere we consider only datatypes, which can be regarded asunary datatype pred

cates.
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• dom1 = {xsd:integer �→ xsd:integer, xsd:string �→
xsd:string, xsd:nonNega tiveInteger �→
xsd:integer, xsdx:integerLessThanN �→ xsd:integer}.
According to Md1, we have S1 = {xsd:integer,

xsd:string, xsd:nonNegativeInteger, xsdx:integer
LessThanN}, hence B1 ⊆ S1. Note that the value space
of <N is

V (<N ) = {i ∈ V (integer)|i < L2V (integer)(N)},
and by<N we mean there exists a supported datatype<N for
each integerL2V (integer)(N).

Based on a unary datatype group, OWL-Eu provides a formal-
ism (called datatype expressions) for constructing customised
datatypes using supported datatypes.

Definition 11. Let G be a unary datatype group. The set of
G-unary datatype expressions in abstract syntax (correspond-
ing DL syntax can be found inTable 3), abbreviatedDexpG, is
inductively defined as follows:

1. atomic expressions u ∈ Dexp (G), for a datatype URIrefu;

2. relativised negated expressions not(u) ∈ Dexp (G), for a
datatype URIrefu;

3. enumerated expressions oneOf(l1, . . . , ln) ∈ Dexp (G), for
literalsl1, . . . , ln;

4. conjunctive expressions and(E1, . . . , En) ∈ Dexp (G), for
datatype expressionsE1, . . . , En ∈ Dexp (G);

5. disjunctive expressions or(E1, . . . , En) ∈ Dexp (G), for
datatype expressionsE1, . . . , En ∈ Dexp (G).

Example 4. G-unary datatype expressions can be used to rep-
resent XML Schema non-list simple types. Given the unary
datatype groupG1 presented inExample 3,

built-in XML Schema simple typesinteger, string, nonNega-
tiveInteger are supported datatypes inG1;

the XML Schema derived simple type (using only one facet)
atLeast18 defined inExample 1can be represented by
the relativised negated expression

not(xsdx:integerLessThan18);

the following XML Schema derived simple type (using more
than one facet)humanAge

<simpleType name=‘‘humanAge’’>

<restriction base=‘‘xsd:integer’’>

<minInclusive value=‘‘0’’/ >

ive

>

he f

tege

a de

=‘‘

e>

tio

clu

ict

pe>

e>

tio

rat
rat
rat
<maxExclus

< /restriction

< /simpleType>

can be represented by t

and(xsd:nonNegativeIn

the following XML Schem

<simpleType name

<union>

<simpleTyp

<restric

<maxEx

< /restr

< /simpleTy
<simpleTyp

<restric

<enume
<enume
<enume
< /restrict

< /simpleType>

< /union>

< /simpleType>

can be represented by the f

or(
and(xsd:nonNegativeIn
oneOf(“ low”̂ ˆxsd:string
value=‘‘150’’/ >

ollowing conjunctive expression

r, xsdx:integerLessThan150);

rived union simple type

cameraPrice’’>

n base=‘‘xsd:nonNegativeInteger’’>

sive value=‘‘100000’’/ >

ion>

n base=‘‘xsd:string’’>

ion value=‘‘low’’/ >

ion value=‘‘medium’’/ >

ion value=‘èxpensive’’/ >

ion>

ollowing disjunctive expression

teger, xsdx:integerLessThan100000)
, “medium”̂ ˆxsd:string, “expensive”̂ ˆxsd:string)

).
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Table 3
Syntax and semantics of datatype expressions (OWL-Eu data ranges)

Abstract syntax DL syntax Semantics

a datatype URIrefu u uD

oneOf(l1, . . . , ln) {l1, . . . , ln} {lD1 } ∪ . . . ∪ {lDn }
not(u) ū (dom(u))D \ uDifu ∈

S \ B∆D \
uDotherwise

and(E1, . . . , En) E1 ∧ . . . ∧ En ED
1 ∩ . . . ∩ ED

n

or(P, Q) E1 ∨ . . . ∨ En ED
1 ∪ . . . ∪ ED

n

We now define the interpretation of a unary datatype group.

Definition 12. A datatype interpretation ID of a unary datatype
group G = (Md, B, dom) is a pair (∆D, ·D), where∆D (the
datatype domain) is a non-empty set and·D is a datatype inter-
pretation function, which has to satisfy the following conditions:

1. (rdfs:Literal)D = ∆D and (owlx:DatatypeBottom)D = ∅;
2. for each plain literall, lD = l ∈ PL andPL⊆∆D;10

3. for any two primitive base datatype URIrefsu1, u2 ∈ B :
uD

1 ∩ uD
2 = ∅;

4. for each supported datatype URIrefu ∈ S, where d =
Md(u):
(a) uD = V (d) ⊆ ∆D, L(u) ⊆ L(dom(u)) and L2V (u) ⊆

L2V (dom(u));
(b) if s ∈ L(d), then (“s”ˆ û)D = L2V (d)(s); otherwise,

(“s”ˆ ˆu)D is not defined;
5. ∀u �∈ S, uD⊆∆D, and “s” ˆ û ∈ uD.

Moreover, we extend·D to G unary datatype expression as
shown inTable 3. Let E be aG unary datatype expression, the
negation ofE is of the form¬E, which is interpreted as∆D/ED.

In Definition 12, Condition 3 ensures that the value spaces of
all primitive base datatypes are disjoint with each other. Condi-
tion 4a ensures that each supported datatype is a derived dataty
o wee
a unar
d typ
e f all
k
1 f dis
j

ype
e eas
s

•
•
•
•

isms
r

Definition 13. Let V be a set of variables,G = (Md, B, dom)
a unary datatype group andu ∈ B a primitive base datatype
URIref. A datatype conjunction ofu is of the form

C =
k∧

j=1

uj(vj) ∧
l∧

i=1

�=i (v(i)
1 , v

(i)
2 ), (1)

where thevj are variables fromV, v
(i)
1 , v

(i)
2 are variables appear

in
∧k

j=1 uj(vj), uj are datatype URI references fromS such that
dom(uj) = u, and�=i are the inequality predicates for primitive
base datatypesMd(dom(ui)) whereui appear in

∧k
j=1 uj(vj).

A datatype conjunctionC is calledsatisfiable iff there exist
an interpretation (∆D, ·D) of G and a functionδ mapping the
variables inC to data values in∆D s.t. δ(vj) ∈ uD

j (for all 1 ≤
j ≤ k) and{δ(v(i)

1 ), δ(v(i)
2 )}⊆uD

i andδ(v(i)
1 ) �= δ(v(i)

2 ) (for all 1 ≤
i ≤ l). Such a functionδ is called asolution for Cw.r.t. (∆D, ·D).

We end this section by elaborating the conditions that com-
putable unary datatype groups require.

Definition 14. A unary datatype groupG is conforming iff

1. for anyu ∈ S \ B: there existu′ ∈ S \ B such thatu′D = ūD,
and

2. for each primitive base datatype inG, the satisfiability prob-

5

i.e.,
O
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G L
d as
f

D e
e retic
s

ised
d used
i ic-
t
d as
l

E 512
M ented
i cf.
T

w
s

f its primitive base datatype. Please note the difference bet
relativised negated expression and the negation of a

atatype expression: the former one is a kind of unary data
xpression, while the latter one is the form of negation o
inds of unary datatype expressions. Furthermore,Definition
2 indicates enumerated expressions are special forms o

unctive expressions.
It is worth noting that the (full) negation of a unary datat

xpression is also a unary datatype expression. This can be
hown as follows.

¬u: if u ∈ B, ¬u = ū; otherwise,¬u = ū ∨ dom(u).
¬ū: if u ∈ B, ¬ū = u; otherwise,¬ū = u ∨ dom(u).
¬(u1 ∧ . . . ∧ un) = ¬u1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬un.
¬(u1 ∨ . . . ∨ un) = ¬u1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬un.

Next, we introduce the kind of basic reasoning mechan
equired for a unary datatype group.

10 PL is the value space for plain literals; cf.Definition 9.
pe
n
y
e

-
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lems for finite datatype conjunctions of the form(1) is
decidable.

.2. Small extension: from OWL DL to OWL-Eu

In this section, we present a small extension of OWL DL,
WL-Eu. The underpinning DL of OWL-Eu isSHOIN(G1),

.e., theSHOIN DL combined with a unary datatype gro
(1 for unary). Specifically, OWL-Eu (only) extends OW

ata range (cf.Definition 8) to OWL-Eu data ranges defined
ollows.

efinition 15. An OWL-Eu data range is aG unary datatyp
xpression. Abstract (as well as DL) syntax and model-theo
emantics of OWL-Eu data ranges are presented inTable 3.

The consequence of the extension is that custom
atatypes, represented by OWL-Eu data ranges, can be

n datatype exists restrictions (∃T.u) and datatype value restr
ions (∀T.u), whereT is a datatype property andu is an OWL-Eu
ata range (cf.Table 1). Hence, this extension of OWL DL is

arge as is necessary to support customised datatypes.

xample 5. PCs with memory size greater than or equal to
b and with price cheaper than 700 pounds can be repres

n the following OWL-Eu concept description in DL syntax (
able 3):

PC � ∃memorySizeInMb.<512 �
∃priceInPound.<700,

here<512 is a relativised negated expression and<700 is a
upported datatype inG1.
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5.3. Decidability of OWL-Eu

Now we show that OWL-Eu is decidable by showing
SHOIQ(G1)-concept satisfiability w.r.t. knowledge bases. To
decide SHOIQ(G1)-concept satisfiability and subsumption
problem w.r.t. knowledge bases, a DL reasoner can use a datatype
reasoner to answer datatype queries. Intuitively, a datatype query
is a disjunction of datatype expression conjunctions, possibly to-
gether with some equality and inequality constraints.

Definition 16. (Datatype Query) For a unary datatype group
G1, adatatype query is of the form

Q :=
k∨

j=1

Cdj ∧
k1∧

j1=1

�= (v(j1,1), v(j1,2)) ∧
k2∨

j2=1

= (v(j2,1), . . . , v(j2,mj2)), (2)

whereCdj is a (possibly negated) unary datatype expression
conjunction,v(s) are variables appearing inCd1, . . . , Cdk

, and�=
and = are called thevalue inequality predicate andvalue equality
predicate, respectively. A datatype query issatisfiable iff there
exists an interpretation (∆D, ·D) of G1 and a functionδ mapping
the variables inCd1, . . . , Cdk

to data values in∆D s.t.

δ is a solution for one ofCd1, . . . , Cdk
w.r.t. (∆D, ·D) and,

δ(v(j1,1)) �= δ(v(j1,2)) for all 1 ≤ j1 ≤ k1,11
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the satisfiability problem of datatype conjunctions of primi-
tive base datatypes is decidable; therefore, aG-datatype ex-
pression conjunction is satisfiable iff one of its disjuncts is
satisfiable.

Secondly, we show how to handle the extra constraints
introduced by thevalue inequality predicate andvalue equality
predicate. We can transform the general equality and inequal-
ity constraints intoV, a disjunction of conjunctions of the
forms= (vi, vj) or �= (vi′ , vj′ ). For each satisfiableG-datatype
expression conjunctionCEj , we can further extendCEj toC′Ej

by
adding new conjuncts=u (vi, vj) and/or �=u (vi′ , vj′ ) into CE.
Q is unsatisfiable if all C′Ej

areunsatisfiable; otherwise,Q is
satisfiable. �

We will show the decidability ofSHOIQ(G1)-concept satis-
fiability w.r.t. TBoxes and RBoxes by reducing it to theSHOIQ-
concept satisfiability w.r.t. TBoxes and RBoxes. The proof is
inspired by the proof (Lutz [14, pp. 32–33]) of the decidabil-
ity of ALCF(D)-concept satisfiability w.r.t. to general TBoxes,
whereALCF(D) is obtained fromALCF(D) by restricting the
concrete domain constructor to concrete features in place of fea-
ture chains. The basic idea behind the reduction is that we can
replace each datatype group-based conceptC in T with a new
atomic primitive conceptAC in T ′. We then compute the satisfi-
ability problem for all possible conjunctions of datatype group-
b e
o
i

a
A
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there exist somej2(1 ≤ j2 ≤ k2) s.t. δ(v(j2,1)) = · · · =
δ(v(j2,mj2)).

Such a functionδ is called asolution for Q w.r.t. (∆D, ·D).

emma 1. For G a conforming unary datatype group, datatype
ueries of the form (2) are decidable.

roof. Firstly, we will show that the satisfiability problem
possibly negated)G-datatype expression conjunctions is
idable. It is trivial to reduce the satisfiability problem forG-
atatype expression conjunctions to the satisfiability pro

or predicate conjunctions overG:

. Due to Condition 1 of a conforming unary datatype group
Definition 14), we can trivially eliminate relativised negat
expressions. Similarly, their (full) negations can be redu
as follows:

¬ui(vi) ≡
{

ui(vi) ∨ dom(ui)(vi) if ui ∈ S \ B,

ui(vi) otherwise,

according toDefinition 12.
. The and and or constructors simply introduce disjun

tions of datatype conjunctions ofG. Due to Condition 3 o
Definition 12, datatype conjunctions are unsatisfiable if th
exist variables shared among supported datatypes de
from different primitive based datatypes. Therefore, data
conjunctions ofG can be reduced to datatype conjuncti
of primitive base datatypes. According toDefinition 14,

11 Note that, ifv = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉, δ(v) is an abbreviation for〈δ(v1), . . . , δ(vn)〉.
d

ased concepts (and their negations) inT (of which there ar
nly a finite number), and in case a conjunctionC1 � . . . � Cn

s unsatisfiable, we add an axiomAC1 � . . . � ACn � ⊥ to T ′.
For example, unary datatype group-based concepts∃T.>1

nd∀T.≤0 occurring inT would be replaced withA∃T.>1 and
∀T.≤0 in T ′, andA∃T.>1 � A∀T.≤0 � ⊥ would be added toT ′
ecause∃T.>1 � ∀T.≤0 is unsatisfiable (i.e., there is no solutio

or the predicate conjunction>1 (v)∧ ≤0 (v)).

heorem 1. The SHOIQ(G1)-concept satisfiability problem
.r.t. a knowledge base is decidable if the combined unary
atatype group is conforming.

roof. We prove the theorem by reducingSHOIQ(G1)-
oncept satisfiability w.r.t. a knowledge base to theSHOIQ-
oncept satisfiability w.r.t. TBoxes and RBoxes. LetD be an
HOIQ(G1)-concept for satisfiability checking,cIT(D) the se
f all the sub-concepts of concepts in{D} ∪ {D1, D2|D1 �
2 ∈ TorD1 = D2 ∈ T}, and{C1, . . . , Ck} ⊆ cIT(D) the set o
ll the datatype group-based concepts (and their negatio
IT(D), i.e., eachCi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is of one of the four forms
T.d, ∀T.d, � nT.d and� nT.d, whereT is a concrete role nam
is a unary datatype expression andn is an integer. There a

wo remarks here. Firstly, we assume thatC1, . . . , Ck are in
heir negation normal forms; i.e., negations only appear in
f atomic concepts. Secondly, as we have shown in Sectio5.1,
egations of unary datatype expressions are still unary dat
xpressions.

We assume that all the functional concrete role axioms inRof
he formFunc(T ) are encoded into concept inclusion axiom
he form� �� 1T.�D in T. We assume that all the individu
xioms of the forma : C are encoded into concept inclus
xioms of the form{a} � C, that all the individual axioms o
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the form〈a, b〉 : R are encoded into concept inclusion axioms
of the form{a} � ∃R.{b} and that all the individual axioms of
the form〈a, l〉 : T are encoded into concept inclusion axioms of
the form{a} � ∃T.{l}.

We define a mappingπ that maps unary datatype group-based
concept conjunctions of the formS = B1 � . . . � Bh, where
{B1, . . . Bh} ⊆ {C1, . . . , Ck}, to a corresponding datatype query
π(S).

(Step 1) For eachBj of the form∃T.d, π(S) contains a conjunct
d(vT

j ), where eachvT
j is a variable, with the corresponding

concrete role nameT as its superscript.
(Step 2) For eachBj of the form� nT.d, π(S) contains a con-

junct

m∧
a=1

d(vT
ja

) ∧
∧

1≤a<b≤m

�= (vT
ja

, vT
jb

)

where the inequality constraints are used to make sure the
variablesvT

j1
. . . , vT

jm
are mapped to different data values.

We will not introduce any more new variables (with super-
scriptions) in the following steps.

(Step 3) For eachBj of the form∀T.d, let Aj be the set of all
variables that were introduced in (Step 1) and (Step 2) of the
form vT ′

, where the superscriptT ′ matches the correspond-
ing concrete role nameT in ∀T.d. A variablevT ′

matches a

a

-

ery
i
{
fi

y
p -
i c-
i
e ese
a dic-
t

(1) We create an atomic primitive conceptACi for eachCi ∈
{C1, . . . , Ck}, and transformT and D into T ′ andD′ by
replacing allCi with ACi in T andD. We transformR into
R′ by removing all the concrete role inclusion axioms.

(2) For each S = B1 � . . . � Bh, where {B1, . . . , Bh} ⊆
{C1, . . . , Ck}, if π(S) is unsatisfiable, we add the follow-
ing concept inclusion axiom intoT ′:

AB1 � . . . � ABh
� ⊥.

Claim. (i) For any S = B1 � . . . � Bh, where {B1, . . . , Bh} ⊆
{C1, . . . , Ck}, S is satisfiable iff π(S) is satisfiable. (ii) All
the possible contradictions caused by possible datatype group-
based sub-concept conjunctions in cIT(D) have been encoded in
the TBoxT ′. (iii) D is satisfiable w.r.t.T andR iff D′ is satisfiable
w.r.t. T ′ andR′.

Claim (i) is true because the mappings in (Steps 1–4) exactly
generate the needed datatype queriesπ(S) according to the se-
mantics of unary datatype group-based concepts.

• (Step 1): For eachBj of the form∃T.d, π(S) contains a con-
junct d(vT

j ). If (∆D, ·D) is an interpretation ofG andδ is a

solution ofd(vT
j ) w.r.t. (∆D, ·D) of this conjunct, we have

δ(vT
j ) ∈ dD. Furthermore, the concrete role namesT are used

in superscripts of the corresponding variables, so as to assure
and

bles.
•

t
g

• -
en-
-

.

•

3),

n

concrete roleT if T ′ T. Thenπ(S) contains a conjunct∧
∀v∈Aj

d(v).

(Step 4) For eachBj of the form� mT1, . . . , Tnj .E, similarly
to (Step 3), we can define a setAj for Bj. Let |Aj| = m′.
If m′ ≤ m, then letP(A, x) be the function that maps
set A to the set of all the partitions ofA with size x; i.e.,
for each partitionQ = {q1, . . . , qx} ∈ P(A, x), q1, . . . , qn

are non-empty sets,qa ∩ qb = ∅ (for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ x) and
A = q1 ∪ . . . ∪ qx. Thenπ(S) contains a conjunct∨
Q∈P(Aj,m)

∧
q∈Q

∧
v1, v2∈q

d(v1) ∧ d(v2) →= (v1, v2),

we can apply the “x ⇒ y ≡ ¬x ∨ y” equivalence and De
Morgan’s law to this conjunct to give∨
Q∈P(Aj,m)

∧
q∈Q

∧
v1, v2∈q

¬d(v1) ∨¬d(v2)∨ = (v1, v2).

Since the satisfiability problem for a datatype qu
s decidable, for each possibleS = B1 � . . . � Bh, where
B1, . . . , Bh} ⊆ {C1, . . . , Ck}, we can decide ifπ(S) is satis-
able or not.

Now we can reduce theSHOIQ(G1)-concept satisfiabilit
roblem w.r.t. a knowledge base to theSHOIQ-concept sat

sfiability problem w.r.t. a TBox and an RBox, by introdu
ng some new atomic primitive concepts (to representCi, for
ach 1≤ i ≤ k) and some concept inclusion axioms about th
tomic primitive concepts (to capture all the possible contra

ions caused byS) as follows:
that further constraints from datatype expression value
atmost restrictions can be properly added to these varia
(Step 2): For eachBj of the form� mT.d, π(S) contains a
conjunct

∧m
a=1 d(vT

ja
) ∧ ∧

1≤a<b≤m �= (vT
ja

, vT
jb

). If (∆D, ·D)

is an interpretation ofG and δ is a solution w.r.t. (∆D, ·D)
of this conjunct, we haveδ(vT

ja
) ∈ dD andδ(vT

ja
) �= δ(vT

jb
) for

all 1 ≤ a < b ≤ m; viz. there are at leastm data values tha
satisfy the unary datatype expressiond. The purpose of usin
superscripts in variables is the same as (Step 1).
(Step 3): For eachBj of the form∀T.d, π(S) contains a con
junct

∧
v∈Aj

d(v). Since in (Step 1) and (Step 2) we have g
erated all the needed variables, the setAj includes all the tu
ples of variables, the superscripts of which matchT1, . . . , Tnj .
If (∆D, ·D) is an interpretation ofG andδ is a solution w.r.t
(∆D, ·D) of the above conjunct, we haveδ(v) ∈ dD, for all
v ∈ Aj.
(Step 4): For eachBj of the form� mT.d, π(S) contains a
conjunct∨
Q∈P(Aj,m)

∧
q∈Q

∧
⇀v1, ⇀v2∈q

d(v1) ∧ d(v2) →= (v1, v2),

if m < |Aj|. The setAj is constructed as that in (Step
andP(Aj, m) is the set of all the partitions ofAj with size
m. If (∆D, ·D) is an interpretation ofG and δ is a solution
w.r.t. (∆D, ·D) of this conjunct, there exists a partitionQ, s.t.
for all qi ∈ Q (1 ≤ i ≤ m), any pairs of variablev1, v2 must
satisfy that if bothδ(v1) ∈ dD andδ(v2) ∈ dD are true, the
δ(v1) = δ(v2). In other words, there are at mostm different
data values that are linked through the concrete rolesT and
satisfyd.
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For claim (ii). Firstly, due to the (1), it is obvious thatD′ is
anSHOIQ-concept andT ′ contains no unary datatype group-
based concepts, and there are no concrete roles inR′. Sec-
ondly, due to (2), claim (i) and thatG-datatype queries are decid-
able, for any possible datatype group-based concept conjunction
S = B1 � . . . � Bh and ifπ(S) is unsatisfiable, there is an axiom
AB1 � . . . � ABh

� ⊥ in T ′. Therefore, all the possible contra-
dictions caused by possible datatype group-based sub-concept
conjunctions incIT(D) have been encoded in the TBoxT ′.

For claim (iii). If D is satisfiable w.r.t. T andR, then there
is a modelI, s.t.I |= D, I |= T andI |= R. We show how to
construct a modelI′ of D′ w.r.t. T ′ andR′ from I.I′ will be
identical toI in every respect except for concrete roles (there
are no concrete roles inI′) and the atomic primitive concepts
ACi for eachCi ∈ {C1, . . . , Ck} (there are noACi in I). So we
only need to constructAI

′
Ci

: AI
′

Ci
= CIi . Due to the constructions

of D′, T ′,R′, we haveD′I′ �= ∅, I′ |= T ′ andI′ |= R′.
For the converse direction, letI′ be a model ofD′ w.r.t. T ′

andR′. I will be identical toI′ in every respect except for
concrete roles and datatype group-based conceptsC1, . . . , Ck.
We can constructCIi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) asCIi = AI

′
Ci

and the inter-

pretations of concrete roles as follows: LetC = CI1 ∪ . . . ∪
CIk . For eachxj ∈ C, there exists a set{Cj1, . . . , Cjnx

} s.t.
for eachCjh

∈ {Cj1, . . . , Cjnx
}, xj ∈ CIjh

. LetSj = Cj1 � . . . �
Cjnx

. Obviously,I |= Sj. Due to claim (i), the datatype query
π reta
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that supports customised datatypes with unary datatype expres-
sions (cf.Example 4). Secondly,Definition 12defines the nega-
tions of datatype expressions and OWL-Eu provides relativised
negated datatype expression (Definition 11). Thirdly, accord-
ing to Definition 12, the datatype domain in an interpretation
of a datatype group is a superset of (instead of equivalent to)
the value spaces of primitive base datatypes and plain literals;
hence, typed literals with unsupported predicates are interpreted
more intuitively.

6. Related work

The concrete domain approach[2,14] provides a rigorous
treatment of datatype predicates, rather than datatypes.12 In the
type system approach[11], datatypes are considered to be suffi-
ciently structured by type systems; however, it does not specify
how the derivation mechanism of a type system affects the set
of datatypesD. An early version of[5] suggests some solutions
to the problem of referring to an XML Schema user defined
simple type with a URI reference; however, it does not address
the computability issue of combining theSHOINDL with cus-
tomised datatypes. The current version of this W3C technical re-
port refers to our work on unary datatype groups, as a solution to
the problem of combining OWL DL with customised datatypes.
It is worth mentioning that the SPARQL query language for
R ome
d s
n atype
p is
n orner
c
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(Sj) is decidable; therefore, there exists a datatype interp
ion (∆D, ·D) and a solutionδ of π(Sj) w.r.t. (∆D, ·D). Let T be

concrete role,V (j)
T the set of variables inπ(Sj) that match

, δ(V (j)
T ) the set of data values to whichδ maps the set o

ariables inV
(j)
T . Initially, we set allT I as∅, then for eachT

sed in eachSj, we haveT I = T I ∪ {SIj × δ(V (j)
T )}. Obviously,

e haveI |= D. Due to claim (ii) and the construction ofT ′,
e haveI |= T. Due to the definition of match, the constr

ions ofR′ and the interpretations of concrete roles, we h
|= R. �
Since OWL-Eu corresponds to theSHOIN(G1) DL, which

s a sub-language ofSHOIQ(G1), we have the followin
orollary.

orollary 1. The OWL-Eu-concept satisfiability problem w.r.t.
knowledge base is decidable.

emma 2. (Tobies[24, Lemma 5.3]) If L is a DL that provides
he nominal constructor, knowledge base satisfiability can be
olynomially reduced to satisfiability of TBoxes and RBoxes.

According toCorollary 1andLemma 5.3, we have the fol
owing theorem.

heorem 2. The knowledge base satisfiability problem of OWL-
u is decidable.

.4. Overcoming the limitations of OWL datatyping

This section summarises how OWL-Eu overcomes the
tations of OWL datatyping presented in Section4. Firstly,
WL-Eu is a decidable extension (Theorem 1) of OWL DL
-DF[20] allows the use not only of datatypes, but also of s
atatype predicates and operators defined in[15]. SPARQL doe
ot, however, allow the use of customised datatypes or dat
redicates. Furthermore, theeq operator SPARQL supports
ot an equivalence relation because of some so-called “c
ases”[5].

. Conclusion

Although OWL is rather expressive, it has a very ser
imitation on datatypes; i.e., it does not support custom
atatypes. It has been pointed out that many potential user
ot adopt OWL unless this limitation is overcome. Accordin

he Semantic Web Best Practices and Development Wo
roup has set up a task force to address this issue. As disc
bove, a solution to the problem should cover much more

ust a standard way of referring to an XML Schema user de
imple type with a URI reference.

In this paper, we propose OWL-Eu, an extension of OWL
hat supports customised datatypes. The underpinning of O
u is theSHOIN(G1) DL, a combination ofSHOIN and a
nary datatype group. OWL-Eu is decidable if the comb
nary datatype group is conforming; conformance of a u
atatype group precisely specifies the conditions on the s
upported datatypes. OWL-Eu provides a general framewo
ntegrating OWL DL with customised datatypes, such as X
chema non-list simple types.

12 The reader is referred to Section 5.1.3 of[16] for detailed discussions o
oncrete domains.
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We have implemented a prototype extension of the FaCT
[9] DL system, called FaCt-DG, to support TBox reasoning
in the SHIQ(G1) DL, a sub-language of OWL-Eu. As for
future work, we are planing to extend the DIG1.1 interface
[7] to support OWL-Eu, and to implement a protéǵe [13]
plug-in to support XML Schema non-list simple types, i.e.
users should be able to define and/or import customised XML
Schema non-list simple types based on a set of supported
datatypes, and to exploit our prototype through the extended DIG
interface.
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